Speciality Chemical Product & Service Provider
A.S is a New Generation Business which aspires to provide it's clients with high tech speciality water
treatment chemical products backed up by quality local service.
We have a different approach when it comes down to Our Unique Local Service. We show a presence on a
regular basis to check that our treatment programmes are working for you.
A.S has Alternative-Solution's to solve known and un-known water related problems gained from
experience around the World over 30 years.
Technical Expertise is provided which reflects a hands on, get dirty attitude. Our Service Engineers, and
Technicians recognise how important it is to communicate with our clients and relay results in a manner
understood.
We try to protect Our Local Environment by offering our clients High End Technological Treatments
Which do not impact local ecological systems.
Our main objective is to maintain a chemical treatment programme which reflects a saving by keeping
your heat exchange, cooling, or effluent system clean and working at all times.
We pride ourselves in Application Development Techniques which resonate in cost savings achieved.
Redefining how a water treatment service provider works is our goal, we take an interest in our clients
needs and offer recommendations and support where necessary, working harmoniously is our second
nature with new novel ideas.
Steam line monitoring, data recording, system analysis and assessments are carried out in house with
results relayed in a timely manner.
Research and Development on new products in an ever changing market with tighter enforcements from
protection agencies drives us to find more environmentally safer robust products.
Were not just another chemical company here today, gone tomorrow. It isn’t just about selling chemicals.
We are about people and innovative technology that makes a difference to peoples working lives.
Transforming the world as we know it today, making the world a better place tomorrow through minimal
product application and engaging in future innovation high tech concept design, our vision is your future.
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